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WE’RE NOMINATING REBEKA TO TAKE OVER 
THE KNIFE’S JOB

„The ambitious Polish band is good at owning their 
electropop bombast. (Heck, they even pulled off a Boiler 
Room session.) But as their new EP Breath proves, they’re 
also not half-bad at shaking things up. The title track 
dispenses with Rebeka’s operatic statements, replacing 
them with a streamlined dance floor intensity. (If the 
universe is fair they’ll be next in line for The Knife’s job.) 
“Into the Ground” takes their new minimal approach a step 
further, replacing their synths with a piano and drum 
machine, all without losing an iota of their emotional 
power. It’s not just melodrama. No matter what the format,
Rebeka is all about feeling feelings.”

Laura Studarus, MTV Iggy (US)

http://www.rebekamusic.com

https://www.facebook.com/RebekaDuo

http://www.youtube.com/rebekaduo

https://soundcloud.com/rebekaduo

http://instagram.com/rebekaduo 

https://twitter.com/RebekaDuo

WEBSITE

Rebeka is a fusion of two strong individuals into one even 
stronger musical being. Iwona and Bartek are two 
extremely di�erent personalities who challenge themselves 
every step of the way. Rebeka is an unusual duo - a crazy 
and unpredictable warrior, whose energy reaches a climax 
at concerts. Iwona and Bartek are as fascinated by pop 
melodies and song writing as they are by the constant 
search for interesting, experimental sounds. They combine 
electronics with alternative pop, using di�erent kinds of 
equipment for their compositions: analog synthesizers 
from the 80s, synth toys, electric and bass guitars, a tape 
dictaphone and more. Their music is full of beauty, dirt and 
emotions. The cold sound of the synthesizers and pulsing 
rhythm of the bass transform the listener as they are sucked 
into personal stories to which they cannot remain 
indi�erent. Iwona’s beautiful, strong voice, her deep and 
ambiguous lyrics, the duet’s sophisticated compositions, 
production skills and finally their stage charisma are 
Rebeka’s trademarks.

„Hellada" - Album of The Year by Gazeta Wyborcza

NOTABLE AWARDSBIOGRAPHY

NOTABLE GIGS

„Winners of the Polish Album of the Year 2013, Iwona 
Skwarek and Bartosz Szczesny make up the duo Rebeka,
a band well versed in sweeping, dramatic synth pop. 
Aiming to o�er an alternative, enriching sound for the 
charts like Ballet School or Hundred Waters, Rebeka's 
sound is both incredibly mystical and insanely danceable at 
the same time. There are hints of melancholy and sadness 
throughout their Hellada LP, but just as things get a bit too 
grim, their beats return with an almighty punch that gets
those feet tapping again.”

Tom Walters, Pigeons and Planes (US)
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CONTACT

BREATH | EP | 2014 | self release

UNCONSCIOUS | single | 2014 | Brennnessel Records

HELLADA | full length album | 2013 | Brennnessel Records

MELANCHOLIA | single  | 2013 | Brennnessel Records

NOTHING TO GIVE | single | 2013 | Discotexas, Portugal

STARS | single | 2012 | Discotexas, Portugal

FAIL | single | 2011 | Brennnessel Records

DISCOGRAPHY

 
Basen | Warsaw, Poland | SOLD OUT

Eurosonic Noorderslaag | Netherlands

Schokoladen | Berlin, Germany | SOLD OUT

Ostpol | Dresden, Germany | SOLD OUT

BOILER ROOM | Warsaw, Poland | http://youtu.be/5sDYvJrmLNM

Zandari Festa | Seoul, South Korea

Loftas Fest | Vilnius, Lithuania | http://youtu.be/_VOQ9tt2Jew

Positivus Festival | Salacgriva, Latvia

Bazant Pohoda Festival | Trencin, Slovakia

Malta Festival | Poznan, Poland | with DAMON ALBARN

EuropaVox Festival | Clermont-Ferrand, France

The Great Escape | Brighton, UK 
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